
 

Minutes 
 
BLSA Board Meeting #2 
Date 11/10/2018| Time: 18:00-20:00 
Meeting Room: Study Room 
 
Meeting called by: Jonas Schlautmann (JS) 
Scribe: JS  
 
Part One:                      Led by 
 
Preliminary Items 
Apologies 
Ameen Hussein (AM) Ruari McGowan 
(RM) 
 
 
 
 

In Attendance 
Tom Longbottom (TL) Jack Juckes (JJ), 
Sophie Hoque (SH), Harris Nageswaran 
(HN), Jade Dhaliwal (JD), Nabilah Mayat 
(NM), Eva Phillips (EP), Imaan Karmani 
(IK), Veda Kudva (VK), Bridget Cullinan 
(BC), Zoe Carter Tai (ZCT), Issmaeel 
Ansari (IA), Alice Schofield (AS), Caitlin 
Gordon (CG), Nadya Ali (NA), Giulia 
Olayemi (GO), Penelope Zoi-Stavrou 
(PZS), Laurence Gardner (LG), Hussain Al-
Jabir (HAJ), Tilly Boa (TB), Jennifer Lok 
(JL) 
 

 
 
Officer Updates          JS 
 
BC: Sports Officer 
- BLSA Sports Day – was successful (I think) despite rain – hopefully will become a regular 
fixture in the BLSA Calendar. 
- Freshers Fayre – went smoothly, the 3 committee members per stall rule wasn’t well stuck 
to but it did definitely help with the congestion issues from previous years. 
- Final Whistle – scoreboard has arrived, trophy soon to be ordered. First FW was successful, 
although format will change slightly next time with challenges being held at the end of tables 
again. 
- Presidents’ Meetings – had first one at Big Hello, 2nd one is 23rd October. No major issues, 
just helping everyone get into the swing of things. 



- Club Sport Committee (CSC) – have met with the BL CSC twice, and co-chaired the first 
official CSC meeting last week. Was a resounding success, getting the date we want for 
Merger (30th March), helped by the survey we put out to presidents. 
- BLSA Sport Funding – progress has slowed a bit although believe there will be a meeting 
about it on Friday (which I unfortunately cannot attend). 
- UH Cups – working with Megan on this, and very excitingly Women’s Hockey and Netball 
will be playing this year! 
- This Girl Can week – happening 19th – 25th November, in process of co-ordinating that 
alongside BL clubs. 
 
GO: BME Rep 
- Black History Month (BHM): I hosted the first ever Black-Owned Business Fair on 
Wednesday 3rd Oct. A massive thank you once again to those of you that supported the 
event. Students who attended the fair, loved the initiative and want it to happen again! With 
more time to plan, I’m sure the next one (hopefully next semester) would be an even greater 
success. I’m leading a couple more events this month whilst supporting BME-related 
societies to host their own BHM events. Find out more details via BHM SU guide or 
www.qmsu.org/bhm 
- BME ‘Network’: Adina (Mile End BME Rep), Redwan (VP Ed) and I have discussed how 
to formalise the BME Student Working Group, which will become the BME Network once a 
stable foundation has been established. 
- BL BME Alumni Networking Event: TL and I are discussing when to hold this event, 
allowing current students to Network with Alumni. Ideally to be held next semester, will 
provide a provisional date in the next update. 
 
AS: Women’s Rep 
- Meeting with some students re incidents 
- Planning to attempt to relaunch reporting procedure/ safety campaign 
- First Women's Forum Thurs 18th- record number of people signed up to come! 
- Continuing work towards 70th anniversary celebration 
 
IK: Dental Rep 
- First SSLC meeting of the year where we resolved various issues: 

- Improving the system for retrieving patient notes,  
- QMPlus problems (lectures missing / not being uploaded) 
- Locker Shortages. 

 - Working on our mentoring scheme 
- working through the various cohorts and assigning mentors to each clinical group.  
- Useful for first years who started several weeks ago.  
- Currently looking into a mentoring scheme for 5th years and alumni and seeing how 
that can be done. 

 
NM: Clinical Rep 
- SSLC dates have been set 
- Currently working on sorting out Course Rep Training 
- Course Rep elections are occurring atm – Requests to all to vote for their new course 
reps and spread the word! 
- Requests to spread the word to GEP students/Intercalating students to apply to be 
course rep. If interested can contact me/Igor. 
- Been attending meetings – Jo Brown, MEC, Education Zone Joint etc. 



 
JL: Alumni Officer 
- Mainly continue working on projects that I started last year: 

- Junior Alumni Association - keep chasing QMUL Alumni’s Office for information 
re: the donations for 9 months, still waiting for reply; concern regarding the situation 
has been raised to BATLAA, BATLAA will try and investigate further; contacting 
previous officers for more information  
- BLSA Alumni membership - ongoing discussion with QMSU, aiming for the system 
to be launched by Xmas this year, working group involving both campuses to be set 
up 
- Mentoring Scheme for medical finalists - mentor sign up form ready, awaiting for it 
to be launched  
- International Student Bursary - not much change re situation/ progress, still awaiting 
reply from BATLAA, arranging meeting involving BATLAA and the Kate 
McFarlane for further discussion 

 
- New projects:  

- BLSA-led 5 year re-union for junior alumni - planning in progress; aim: June 2019; 
will liaise with ENT; anyone fancy helping, please let me know.  
- Secured some funding for 5 alumni networking events to be held this year. Inviting 
societies to take part. Email sent, awaiting for reply. 

 
EP: Pre-Clinical Rep 
- Dates for JSSLC meetings have been set and confirmed with the staff chair, Dr Paula 
Vickerton. 
- I am currently awaiting to know the successful candidates from the course rep elections. 
When I do, course rep training will begin. 
- I had a meeting with Jo Brown, Nabilah and Tom regarding the year ahead. We discussed 
starting feedback sessions in the Perrin with pre-clinical students to ensure that we are 
listening to the needs of the students and that they are aware that JSSLC meetings are 
happening. We also talked about new methods of feeding back the positive changes we make 
to the student body. 
 
IA: Volunteering Officer 
- We had a very successful Fresher’s Fayre with many of our groups signing up large 
numbers of students – and managing to translate that into actual interest in volunteering for 
example Teddy Bear Hospital had over 100 people at their first recruitment day. 
- The Big Volunteering Event was brilliant. We had over 65 people attend and everyone had 
a great time even through the rain, and really made a difference to our local communities and 
got people interested in volunteering! We had 98% of people say that they now know more 
about volunteering, and how to get involved in it at the university, and we painted 89 garage 
doors for a local community housing project for vulnerable people. 
- The Sports Volunteering Award is all going ahead, with a record number of clubs getting 
involved with community sport at BL – we had 1 last year and already have five engaging 
with it this year. We will have the plans finalised within the next few weeks for the exact 
scoring system and prizes. 
 
HAJ: Engagement Officer 
- Met with Tom and Harris to discuss the website, engagement strategies and plan for video 
bulletins. 



- Planning updated content for the website, guidelines for board members to follow, 
integration of existing insta/FB accounts 
 
SG: Gozo Rep 
- We had a successful visit from the former Co-President and the current Co-president of 
BLMESS, Osama Omrani and James Stevens respectively who helped us set up GozoMess 
and provided teacher training for students. We now have one revision session for 1 st Years 
each week and one revision session for 2 nd Years every two weeks. BLMESS revision 
sessions for both 1st and 2nd Year ICAs and the End of Year exams will be lived streamed to 
us. 
- Celebrated the mix of students that we have on the Malta campus with an 
International Food Festival event where students from both years brought a dish of their 
choice tied with their cultural background. This was a huge a success and we look forward to 
organising a similar event later this academic year. During this event we also established the 
Mummies and Daddies scheme. 
- Established student discount cards which allow us to get a 15% discount at HOG restaurant 
near to the university and a 17% discount on cinema tickets at our local cinema. 
- Established a student and staff discount at the local gym. 25% discount for the upfront 
payment of 9 months (in line with our academic year dates) and a 12% discount for termly 
payment (in line with our academic term dates). 
- Set up sports and societies tasters for both 1 st and 2 nd Years during the first two weeks of 
the term. These included JogSoc, Netball, Basketball, Football, Touch Rugby, Choir, 
Reading Club and Debating Club. We now have fixed days/times for each sport club and 
society. 
- Knocked off all the administration and management fees from the deposits as well as the 
check-out fee. The Estates team are currently investigating as to whether or not they can 
implement the inventory. This was not present in our lease agreement nor was it signed off so 
it is extremely likely that this cannot be implemented as both students and staff cannot 
actually state the numbers of each item in each flat. Each 2nd  Year student’s deposit 
breakdown is now being thoroughly investigated after it was identified that students were 
being charged different amounts for the same item. 
 
What we are currently working on: 
- Looking into organising football and netball fixtures with local sports clubs. 
- Working on securing sponsorship from our local gym for sports kit. 
- Getting essential equipment for our sports and societies clubs, which will also allow us to 
expand the sports and society clubs that we have on offer further. 
- Welfare de-stressor events during the ICA build up 
- Staff and Student Christmas party 
- Integration between 1 st and 2 nd Years through the sports clubs and societies on offer as 
well as through other social events. 
- A house system for students and staff. There will be inter-house competitions, both sport 
and non-sport throughout the year. In addition to winning the house cup, kindly donated by 
Professor Nicholas Lemoine, there will be a small prize for the winning house. Will be 
completed before Professor Nicholas Lemoine’s visit to Malta. 
 
SPC Updates           JS 
JJ & HN: VP Barts & VP London 
- Started working on the Halfway Dinner prep and trying to get an organising committee 
done and get last year’s committee to advise this year’s committee. 



- Started working on Yearbooks and are currently deciding between 2 companies 
Association Dinner is the 3rd of April, there has been an email sent to try and book it.  
- Rites of Passage - Tom has met the head of communications and stuff and the date issue is 
solved, so ROP and Graduation are now on 15th of July. 
 
JD: Allied Courses President 
- Has loads of meetings with Tom and trying to work on an academic mentoring scheme, has 
been trying to set it up to find people who want to be mentors. 
- Met with Sophia and Tom to try to solve issues coming forward with the working group 
- Meeting with Jack and Harris to discuss Allied Courses Graduation Dinner and establishing 
it as a tradition 
- Working on getting Allied Courses Society reaffiliated.  
 
AH: Dental President 
- New Dental Society merchandise will be released later this month – we have expanded the 
range from T-shirts and sweatshirts to T-shirts (personalised with year of study and name OR 
non-personalised), hoodies, sweatshirts, ties and mugs : )  
- Events: Fresher’s Icebreaker, Fayre and President’s Inauguration all of which were 
successes – Both Tom and I gave inspiration speeches to staff and students of the Dental 
Institute, which were well received.  
- Memberships: we have managed to obtain 60 new members since September, with 43 5-
year memberships! This time last year we only had 9 5-year members so that’s a massive 
increase! Considering 5-year memberships cost £40 each that’s a massive financial boost for 
our Society.  
- Completed our first Dental Society Committee and SSLC meetings of the year, the latter 
Tom attended – there were no particularly big issues related to the curriculum or clinically 
apart from storage of valuables as there is a shortage of lockers in the Dental Hospital. Tom 
recommended using the lockers in the BLSA building, which is a great idea! Going forward 
Tom will attend all Institute of Dentistry SSLC meetings. 
- Charity: will have our first bake sale later next week to raise money for Todos Juntos at the 
Whitechapel and QM campus (with the aim of bridging the gap between BL and QM 
students; we will make them aware of the Dental Society and BLSA as a whole in the 
process.  
- Welfare: all BDS1 students have now been assigned mentors and the scheme is working 
very well. They are being supported by BDS2 students who will be helping them in 
preparation for their upcoming FUNDENT exam in November. 
 
SH: Welfare Officer 
- BRAIDE – meeting with Dr Helen Bintley and Dr Riya George on Wed 10th to discuss 
student experience paper 
- Plan to make BLSA Welfare Instagram for info/events – please all follow this. 
- Weds 10th October - World Mental Health Day – Stall in the BLSA 5-7pm to get people 
talking about Mental Health, liased with Ella to advertise Mile End events too  
- Organising BME Mental Heath event in collaboration with BL Psych Soc on 30th October, 
2018, Clark Kennedy LT. 
- Mental Wellbeing week (5th-9th November) Organisation.  
- Plans to Secure Sexual Health Testing on the WC Campus soon. 
- In contact with Tom regarding securing info about Postgrad Student Support. 
 
 



President’s Update           TL 
- Graduation and ROP on same date this year. And final years have been informed.  
- Mentoring setting up a BLSA mentoring scheme for first year medics, additional to 
mummies & daddies. A more serious pastoral scheme to get support form seniors, Been 
looked at with SH advertising starting next week. Also starting for 2nd years in Malta 
sometime in November.  
- Aim to launch in the next couple of weeks, Comms are working on advertisements with 
Comms. Will launch once branding is developed.  
- Had some conversations with IK and AH about their engagement and how they are 
involved.  
- Good engagement with Post grads, where there is a survey out to find out about what they 
thought of the events and things like this to improve next year.  
- Sports funding is progressing and there is a survey going on to find out what students want 
from the space in CHSQ.  
- Met with residential support, there will be an interhall competition between Floyer vs 
Dawson for things like the Griff quizzes etc. 
- Basement has not really changed but essentially the plan will be discussed at a meeting 
tomorrow.  
  
 
Part Two:                            Led by 
 
Discussion 

1. BLSA Board Member of the Month       TL 
TL: September’s Board Members of the Month were our ENTs Officers Tilly Boa & 
Laurence Gardner for their work over Freshers Fortnight. 

 
2. Zero Tolerance                    SH 
SH: Zero tolerance the university campaign, the aim is for zero tolerance. The website 
will be emailed to the board, look at it for clear explanation of the policy. The aim to 
brand it at BLSA is that it is a campaign for zero tolerance. Comms will put out a form 
which is a feedback form for students to say what they want from the university to 
provide QMSU with evidence to make changes. Want people to fill out this form.  
Banners to go up for students to write down what they want as well which will allow for 
student opinion too. It’s a massive campaign. There is loads that it can cover.  
TL: first year where it actually seems to be happening. And the Uni seems to be onboard 
with it.  
AS: business cards at the beginning of Tables, as a welcome reminder. No forms at 
tables.  
 

 
3. Mental Wellbeing Week        SH 
SH: is happening from the 5th to the 9th of November, the focus is on what you can do to 
look after yourself. Have events lined up throughout the week so please come along. 
Monday: Be Active with BL Yoga 
Tuesday: “Fail  Better” (or feel better) happening at 6, 3.06 Garrod 
Wednesday: give, helping with IA to get volunteering opportunities 
Thursday: Self care workshop, welfare zone officers please come along and help run it, 
18:00-19:30, 
 



Comms requests has gone through and so it will be promoted soon.  
 

 
4. Sexual Health Testing         SH 
Sexual health testing coming to Whitechapel next Wednesday, 11-14, will be advertised, 
Sports and Societies get the word out to get people to come alum. Being trialled, aims to 
be a monthly thing.  
At the foyer of the BLSA building, FACEBOOK event to be made @SH 
 
5. Harassment Reporting         AS 
AS: no proper reporting procedure for the things covered in the zero tolerance policy. 
People reporting it have been given different info. BLSA should have a uniform answer 
and give the same info to everyone.  
TL: One option is to write a letter on behalf of the BLSA board to emphasise that we are 
unhappy with the issue and make it clear that we would like a clear reporting procedure.  
ACTION POINT: AS to send instructions out to board.  

6. Freshers Fortnight Debrief        TL 

TL: We had a great freshers for fortnight. Especially TB & LG did super well. They are 
BMoM. Was a good time and the events were good and well reinvented. Keep up all the 
good events going  

TB: UH freshers night which should be pushed by all board members, is in 
Hammersmith.  

7. Barts and The London Week        TL   

TL: Took place last year as Barts and the London Day. Will take place in January, in the 
week beginning the 28th of Jan. Will have a quiz, cultural fair, also looking at a dentistry 
themed event. One of the issues is the attendance but overall its something we really need 
to work on it. 

NM: wants to get course reps involved in the Barts and the London week. With the course 
rep involvement this could bring in more school involvement.   

8. BLSA Calendar         TL
  

TL: google sheet calendar to turn into a big google calendar that students will be able to 
subscribe to so that students will be able to follow big events etc.   

9. Student Council         TL 

TL: come to student council, drop tom a message if you need help with a motion or 
something and if you want to learn how it works.              
JJ: make sure to attend and show that BL representation is needed at the level it is now 
and that the commitment is there 

10. BLSA Deputy Staff President        TL 



Professor Nicholas Lemoine is our Staff President. Rakin and Professor Lemoine had 
discussions about having a Deputy Staff President to share some of the workload of the 
role. It would also support our aim to further representation at BL by having 2 senior 
roles. 

ACTION POINT: For discussion at SPC and to come back next meeting.            

11. Integration of the Dental School       IK 
IK: priority to increase the integration of the dental school as dentists tend to not be very 
involved in the events and campaigns. Issues revolve around dentist being less involved 
in sports etc. especially because of the amounts of medics is intimidating.  
JD: there is also a big issue with allied courses especially as some are not that involved in 
the sports because they don’t know or have no access. Big membership issue last year 
which have been resolved. Also events are being organised on Wednesday, allied courses 
should also have protected times for sports etc. on Wednesday afternoons. To complain 
contact Adam Barr or Charlotte Kendrick and they will work on this.  
TB: try to get a dentist/allied course member involved to in all the weeklong events and 
to try and get dentists to be more involved in the board. A big thing is also advertisement 
as many of the board are medics and hence they know how to work with medics, hence 
more dentists need to get involved to bridge the gap of information and knowledge.  
IK: ENTs officers to work with course reps so they can shout out events to their lectures 
etc. to increase engagement  
LG: big dentist drought for sports teams, need to work on that, the awareness for sports 
teams needs to be improved. Try to push refreshers this year especially with dentists and 
allied courses.  
TL: aim to improve the BLSA presence in the dental hospitals as the students have 
reduced exposure. This is a serious issue that should be raised with the institute.  
 
12. SLD Forum          PS 
Forum on the BLSA website to discuss issues about specific learning disabilities etc.  
Issues around confidentiality and.  
TB: make it as a handle forum where if there is a distressing posts the handle can be 
tracked down in case of an issue.  
PS: people with SLD may be worried about discussing the issued publicly especially 
when not anonymous.  
CG: could just make it an email that is managed by one person and then we can work on 
that.  
TL: can work on QMplus or on the website as a forum. Things to think about for the 
future. With concerns to be raised it may be safer to discuss with the school especially 
with the risks involved should be looked at for QMplus.  

 
 

13. Engagement                   HAJ 
HAJ: have a lot at our disposal to get stuff out to the students. Trying to work on a  
resources page. Aiming to provide everything you need to promote events with tips and 
tricks, aim to have an all purpose resources for event promotion,  
ACTION POINT: send HAJ specific things you want to set up a promo plan for. 
 
Insta/facebook pages, aiming to develop guidelines to streamline all the pages 



Tell HN and HAJ to repost stuff if it’s really important a main BLSA accounts have more 
followers. Remain careful to stop diluting the information too much. This is at HAJs 
discern.  
 
HN: there is a few things needed for the website to keep ticking over, all societies, clubs 
etc. need to be made aware that they can still drop events on the website, if any events 
coming up please let HN or HAJ know, 
There is a link in the BLSA board resources group to a google form to add events etc, 
please use this  
ACTION POINT: If you have done something good, once it has happened please 
write up a piece for the front side of the website.  
 
There is an overall long term social media plan, as IK stated DentSoc have rebranded last 
year and it has been really productive in terms of engagement, so posting regularly is 
important  
Website has been going well with 13000 page views last month, so this engagement level 
should be continued. The aim is to build sustainability further and try to keep the 
engagement up.  
 

 
Part Three:                  Led 
by 
Any Other Business          JS 
N/A 
 
 


